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Exercise 1

A Poisson random variable of parameter λ > 0 is a discrete random variable X ∼ Po(λ) having mass
probability function

P(X = k) =
λke−λ

k!

Write a class Poisson for generating Poisson random variable using Knuth?s algorithm, which is:

• Set k = 0, p = 1;

• increase k; generate a uniform random variable U in [0, 1] and set p = pU

• if p > e−λ repeat the step above; else, return k − 1.

Exercise 2

In this exercise you will try to implement in Java an algorithm simulating the paths pure Jump Process,
that is a stochastic process of the form

Xt = µt+

Nt∑
i=0

Ji, X0 = x0 (1)

where µ > 0, Nt a Poisson Process of intensity λt, (that is, Nt ∼ Po(λt)) determining the jump number
and times up to time t, and Ji are identically distributed independent random variables giving the jump
sizes. For the sake of this exercise you can assume Ji ∼ N(µ, σ).

Preliminarily set a partition Πt of [0, t] using the class TimeDiscretization on a time mesh 0 = t0 <
t1 < . . . < tn = t with ∆h = th+1 − th.

We shall simulate Xt using three different strategies. Every strategy should be implemented as a
generate() method in a separate class, each extending the abstract class PureJumpProcess. Such class
must hold al of the fields representing the common parameters (µ, λ the time discretisation, ecc.) The
evolution of Xth at each instant must be of type RandomVariable, thus allowing possible use of the
process in a Monte Carlo simulation.

(a) Simulation as a sum of independent exponential waiting times. A Poisson process can be
generated as a sum of independent exponential waiting times of parameter λ up to time t, that is
Nt is the sum

Nt = sup
k

{
k∑
i

τi < t

}
where τi ∼ exp(λ). Therefore to generate the jump part of Xt you should do the following; set a
while loop and keep generating exponential variables τi, sum them, until the sum exceeds t. Keep
track of the iteration; this number, i.e. the number of exponential random variables you generate,
is the total number of jumps. The times of the jumps Ti are therefore given by the partial sums up
to time t that is, for j ≤ k:

Tj =

j∑
i=1

τi.

Now loop through Πt; for each h, first set Xth+1
= Xth + µ∆h and then, for each j such that

th < Tj < th+1, simulate J ,and adjourn

Xth+1
= Xth+1

+ J.



(b) Simulation conditional on the whole realisation of Nt. The important fact to remark here
is that, conditional on Nt, the jump times are uniformly distributed on [0, t] in ascending order.
Therefore to simulate the paths of Xt, first simulate a realisation of Nt. Then generate n = Nt

uniformly distributed random times Ti between [0, t] and sort them in ascending order. Then repeat
the steps above bucketing the Tj in Πt: i.e. for each h initialise Xth+1

= Xth + µ∆h; then for all j
such th < Tj < th+1 do Xth+1

= Xth+1
+ J .

(c) Simulation as a Lévy Process There is a fundamental general theory for a class of processes
to which Xt belongs. These are called Lévy Processes, and enjoy a number of good properties.
When it comes down to process generating algorithms, the key property is that the increments are
independent and stationary, that is the distribution of ∆Xh = Xth+1

−Xth is independent of Xth

and only depends on h. Therefore to get the value of Xth+1
all we had to do is to simulate the

variable ∆Xh and add it to the previous state Xth . Notably,

∆Xh = µ∆h +

N∆h∑
i=0

Ji

where N∆h
:= Po(λ∆h), and this is all we need.

Finally set T = 1, X0 = 0 and choose your favourite λ. Run a test of the three algorithms using same
seeding, and compare the simulation paths and runtimes. Which method wins? Can you try to explain
why?

Extra question: is a Brownian Motion a Lévy Process?


